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Abstract

The concern of this bachelor thesis are open data and their practical usage.
The theoretical part of the thesis introduces the open data, describes their
main attributes, discusses the world leaders in data opening, presents some of
the most important institutions foucusing on the open data and open govern-
ment in the world and in the European Union and analyses the situation in
Slovakia with the most interesting and impactful state and non-state projects.

The practical part focuses on the economic data of the city of Prešov, a
municipality providing most useful open data in Slovakia. It analyses these
data and describes the implementation of the main product of the thesis –
a web application built on top of these data, which presents and connects
them to the Slovak Business Register.

Keywords open data, open government, web application, Prešov, java
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Abstrakt

Témou tejto bakalárskej práce sú otvorené dáta a ich praktické využitie. Te-
oretická časť práce uvádza otvorené dáta, opisuje ich hlavné atribúty, pred-
stavuje svetových ĺıdrov v otvárańı dát, prezentuje niektoré z najdôležiteǰśıch
inštitúcíı, ktoré sa zaoberajú otvorenými dátami a otvoreným vládnut́ım vo
svete a v Európskej únii a analyzuje situáciu na Slovensku spolu s najzauj́ı-
maveǰśımi a najvýznamneǰśımi štátnymi a neštátnymi projektmi.

Praktická časť sa zameriava na ekonomické údaje mesta Prešov, ktoré
poskytuje najužitočneǰsie otvorené údaje na Slovensku. Analyzuje tieto údaje
a opisuje implementáciu hlavného produktu tejto bakalárskej práce – webovej
aplikácie postavenej na týchto údajoch, ktorá ich prezentuje a prepája s Ob-
chodným registrom Slovenskej republiky.

Kĺıčová slova otvorené dáta, otvorené vládnutie, webová aplikácia, Prešov,
java
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Introduction

Impact of information is great nowadays. Internet helps people in everyday’s
life to get the information about almost everything almost immediately and
to make decisions. Neither the public affairs did not escape this phenomenon.
The society is getting more and more interested in transparency of state gov-
ernment. The idea of open data was created to satisfy this demand. They can
provide the evidence that public money is being well spent and proclaimed
policies are being implemented. Publishing state economy data, public pro-
curements, tax declarations, even fortune of politicians or private companies
and other data on public web servers is a common practice in many developed
countries.

Thanks mainly to the European Union and other international institutions,
but also enthusiasts and engaged citizens, more and more projects targetting
electronisation, systematisation and publishing the data are being started also
in Slovakia. The idea to publish in machine-readable form all that is not secret
or personal data it still young, though, and often meets unwillingness or incom-
petence of the public institutions. As a result, quite often the data published
by Slovak state and municipality governments, proclaimed to be open, are
useless due to their non-machine-readable formats, incompleteness or lack of
interconnectivity. Despite these problems, some progress has been made in
this area in recent years and the number of datasets published by state institu-
tions grows every day. Thanks to that there is a growing potential for software
developers to create applications for manipulating, inteconnecting, analysing
and presenting these data and thus turning them into useful information. This
is one of the goals of this thesis.

Open data of Prešov

Looking at the datasets published on the official website of Slovak government
- data.gov.sk one easily discovers, that the most active of all the cities and
towns in Slovakia in publishing the data is Prešov. Not only by number of
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Introduction

published datasets, but also by quality of the data this city in eastern Slovakia
shares the most from its governing with its citizens. These data include all
past contracts, invoices, orders and grants of the municipality. That is why
these data were chosen for the purpose of this bachelor thesis.

Thesis Goals

The main goal of this thesis is to analyse, interconnect and present the eco-
nomic open data of Prešov municipality to demonstrate their value and use-
fulness for the citizens. Focus is on interconnecting them by logical ties not
only to each other, but also to other published open data in Slovakia, e.g.
Slovak Business Register. This requires analyses of all published open data in
Slovakia. The final product of the thesis is a web application to present the
analysed and interconnected data. A final goal is to present the application
to the Prešov city officials and try to convince them to publish and run it on
their web servers, so it can serve the public. Other goals of this work are to
explain the general concept of open data, the attributes, that such data need
to have, describe international institutions focusing on the open data with
influence on Slovakia, discuss the best practises and world leaders in open-
ing the government data and introduce the most influential Slovak state and
non-state open data projects and initiatives.
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Chapter 1

Open data

This chapter is devoted to the problematics of open data. It provides know-
ledge about what the open data are, what are their main attributes, explains
these attributes and informs about open data situation in Europe and some of
the important organisations concerned with open data and open government.

1.1 Definition

Open data are data that are accessible, can be used, re-used and redistributed
by anyone for free (or no more than reproduction cost), subject only, at most,
to the requirement to attribute and share-alike1. For the sake of interoperab-
ility (i.e. ability of diverse systems and organisations to work together) the
exact definition of open data is crucial. [1]

1.2 Requirements

Requirements that open data need to meet are the following: [2]

• Open license

The work must be available under an open license. Any additional
terms accompanying the work (such as a terms of use, or patents
held by the licensor) must not contradict the terms of the license.

• Access

The work shall be available as a whole and at no more than a
reasonable one-time reproduction cost, preferably downloadable via
the Internet without charge. Any additional information necessary

1Share-alike is a copyright term, describing works that require copies or adaptations of
the work to be released under the same or similar licence as the original.
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1. Open data

for license compliance (such as names of contributors required for
compliance with attribution requirements) must also accompany
the work.

• Open Format

The work must be provided in a convenient and modifiable form
such that there are no unnecessary technological obstacles to the
performance of the licensed rights. Specifically, data should be
machine-readable, available in bulk2, and provided in an open format
or, at the very least, can be processed with at least one free/libre/open-
source software tool.

To understand the requirements properly, the next part is devoted to ex-
plaining the most important points mentioned above.

1.2.1 Open licenses

Open data need to be available under an open license. A licence tells anyone
the conditions, under which they can access, use and share the data. Unless
the data have a licence, data may be “publicly available”, but users do not
have permission to access, use and share it under copyright or database laws.
A license is open if it:

• allows free use and redistribution (including sale) of the licensed work

• allows creation of derivatives of the work and their distribution under
the same terms

• does not impose any fee arrangement as part of its conditions

• does not discriminate against any person or group

The next part looks at some of the most common open licenses.

1.2.1.1 Creative commons

Creative Commons (CC) is a non-profit organisation devoted to the idea of
making the creative works available for others to legally build upon and share.
Among other activities it provides free copyright licenses to make a simple and
standardized way to give the public permission to share and use creative work
on conditions of choice. [3]

2Data is available in bulk if the whole dataset can be downloaded easily. It is considered
non-bulk if the citizens are limited to getting parts of the dataset through an online interface.
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1.2. Requirements

CC Attributon-ShareAlike lets people remix, tweak, and build upon the
licensed work even for commercial purposes, as long as they credit the owner
and license their new creations under the identical terms. This is the license
used by Wikipedia, and is recommended for materials that would benefit from
incorporating content from Wikipedia and similarly licensed projects.

CC0 is the “no copyright reserved” option - it means giving up all copyright
rights that the owner of the work holds and dedicating those rights to the
public domain under copyright law, to the extent allowed by law.

CC Attribution allows re-distribution and re-use of a licensed work on the
condition that the creator is appropriately credited.

1.2.1.2 GNU Free Documentation License

The GNU Free Documentation License is a copyleft license - which means that
derivative works must be made available under the same or a similar license.
The creators of the license recommend that it is used “principally for works
whose purpose is instruction or reference”.

1.2.1.3 Open government licenses

Some governments have chosen to develop their own licenses for the data they
publish. The good examples are France3 and Britain4.

1.2.2 Data file formats

File format is the digital base in which the information is stored. For the open
data to be easily usable, the correct file format is crucial. Choosing the format
depends mainly on the character of the data (e.g. structured data for statistics,
geodata for geographic data displayed in map, etc.). The formats in which
information is published can either be “open” or “closed”. If a file format
is “closed”, this may be either because the file format is proprietary and the
specification is not publicly available, or because the file format is proprietary
and even though the specification has been made public, re-use is limited.
Releasing information in a closed file format can cause significant obstacles
to reusing the information encoded in it, forcing those who wish to use the
information to buy the necessary software. Open format is a file format with
a freely available published specification which places no restrictions upon its
use. The preference from the open government data perspective therefore is
that information be released in open file formats which are machine-readable.

3Available at https://www.etalab.gouv.fr/licence-ouverte-open-licence
4Available at http://www.nationalarchives.gov.uk/doc/open-government-licence/

version/3/
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1. Open data

Following are the data formats that are most-widely used for data publishing
by government institutions. [5]

JSON

JSON is a simple file format that is very easy for any programming language to
read. Its simplicity means that it is generally easier for computers to process
than others, such as XML.

XML

XML is a widely used format for data exchange because it gives good oppor-
tunities to keep the structure in the data and the way files are built on, and
allows developers to write parts of the documentation together with the data
without interfering with the reading of them.

RDF

RDF makes it possible to represent data in a form that makes it easier to
combine data from multiple sources. RDF data can be stored in XML and
JSON, among other serialisations. RDF encourages the use of URLs as iden-
tifiers, which provide a convenient way to directly interconnect existing open
data on the Web. RDF is still not widespread, but it has been a trend among
Open Government initiatives, including the British and Spanish Government
Linked Open Data projects.

1.2.2.1 CSV, XLS/XLSX

CSV, or Comma Separated Values can be a very useful format because it
is compact and thus suitable to transfer large sets of data with the same
structure. It is particularly important for the comma-separated formats that
documentation of the individual fields are accurate. Furthermore it is essential
that the structure of the file is respected, as a single omission of a field may
disturb the reading of all remaining data in the file without any real oppor-
tunity to rectify it, because it cannot be determined how the remaining data
should be interpreted. Many authorities have information left in the spread-
sheet, for example Microsoft Excel. In this case, it is stored in XLS format,
which is closed (and thus not suitable for open data), or XLSX format, which
is partially open. This data can often be used immediately with the correct
descriptions of what the different columns mean.

1.2.2.2 Text formats, PDF, TXT

Classic documents in formats like Word (closed format), ODF, OOXML, or
PDF may be sufficient to show certain kinds of data - for example, relatively
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1.3. Open data in the world

stable mailing lists or equivalent. It may be cheap to exhibit in, as often it
is the format the data is born in. The format gives no support to keep the
structure consistent, which often means that it is difficult to enter data by
automated means. Use of templates as the basis of documents is important to
make it possible to pull information out of documents. Plain text documents
(.txt) are very easy for computers to read. They generally exclude structural
metadata from inside the document however, meaning that developers will
need to create a parser that can interpret each document as it appears.

Most data need further processing (to save the data in the database, connect
the data to other sources, etc.). As the data can be too big to manualy process,
manipulating with them should be automatable. The best formats to make
automatization of the data more convenient are the structured ones like JSON,
XML and RDF. On the contrary, images and text formats like PDF are very
difficult to process. Spreadsheet formats (XLS/XLSX, CSV) are structured,
but their structure is easily corrupted and manipulating data in these formats
is usually less convenient.

1.2.3 Data openness levels

Tim Berners-Lee, the inventor of the Web and Linked Data initiator, suggested
a 5-star deployment scheme for open Data. This scheme, shown in 4.1 picture,
is widely used (e.g. by British government open data) to rate given data based
on their attributes like file format, structure, inteconnectivity, etc.

1.3 Open data in the world

Open data barometer is a World Wide Web Foundation’s global measure
of how governments are publishing and using open data for accountability,
innovation and social impact. [7]

Barometer ranks governments on:

• readiness for open data initiatives

• implementation of open data programmes

• impact that open data have on business, politics and civil society

The ranking made by open data Barometer in 2016 is the following:
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1. Open data

1. Great Britain
2. Canada
3. France
4. USA
5. South Korea

29. Slovakia
31. Czech Republic

1.3.1 Great Britain’s open data

Great Britain is the global leader in opening government data. It scored
100/100 in the overal assesment of the prevalence of open data initiatives of
open data barometer. There are several reasons why the UK’s open data are
ranked so well. One of them is its “Open Data Readiness”, which is the policy
framework for the release of open data. It includes having national guidelines
that are applicable to specific sectors, and these guiding principles ensure a
smooth release of open data that can benefit anyone that wishes to access it.

Government’s Digital Service Standard provides guidelines on data pub-
lishing. A number of regional or city initiatives are integrated into the
data.gov.uk portal, too, such as Open Manchester, Leeds Data Mill, Birm-
ingham Open Data, Bristol City Council Open Data, to mention just a few.

The UK Government Licensing Framework provides a policy and legal
framework for licensing the use and re-use of public sector information across
the public sector. It sets out best practices, standardises the licensing prin-
ciples for government information, mandates the Open Government Licence
(OGL) as the default licence for Crown bodies and recommends OGL for other
public sector bodies (see 1.2.1.3).

Following in the UK’s footsteps in open data guidelines would be a good
place to start for other countries hoping to improve in this area. [8]

One of the interesting applications of UK’s open data is the LMI For
All project. It is an online data portal, developed by the UK Commission
for Employment and Skills, which brings together existing national sources of
high quality labour market information (LMI) that can inform and help people
make right choices about their careers. The online portal includes LMI that
can help answering the questions people ask when thinking about their careers,
like how much people earn or what type of persons do what kind of jobs, etc.
It includes information from the Annual Survey of Hours and Earnings, the
Labour Force Survey, the Employer Skills Survey and Working Futures. All of
its data are made freely available via an Application Programming Interface
(API) for use in websites and applications (see picture 4.2).

Other interesting applications built using UK’s open data can be seen at
data.gov.uk/apps. These include Car Insurance Comparison Application, All
GB Railway Stations, Inheritance Tax Calculator UK and more.

8
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1.3. Open data in the world

1.3.2 Open Government Partnership

Open Government Parthership (OGP) is the international governments ini-
tiative, which was launched in 2011 by 8 founding governments (Brasil, In-
donesia, Mexico, Norway, Philippines, South Africa, United Kingdom and
United States). The focus of the initiative is the improvement of government
by promoting transparency, efectiveness and responsibility, harnessing new
technologies and setting up institutions, which help citizens to participate in
governing. To become a member of OGP, participating countries must com-
mit to uphold the principles of open and transparent government by endorsing
the Open Government Declaration. In total there are over 70 OGP particip-
ating countries and 15 subnational governments and together they have made
over 2,500 commitments to make their governments more open and account-
able. [17]

1.3.3 European Union initiatives

European Union Open Data Portal, set up in 2012, is the open data portal
of the European Union containing datasets that are collected and published
by the European Institutions and other EU bodies. It provides a standard-
ized catalogue of EU open data and a list of applications and web tools reusing
these data. [10] The
European Data Portal is an initiative of the European Commission, and
is part of the Digital Single Market. It was created to gather Public Sector
Information of the 28 European Member States and the four EFTA (Norway,
Iceland, Switzerland and Liechtenstein) countries. Information regarding the
provision of data and the benefits of re-using data is also included. Going bey-
ond the harvesting of metadata, the strategic objective of the European Data
Portal is to improve accessibility and increase the value of open data. Within
the Portal, sections are dedicated to searching datasets, providing data, us-
ing data, training and library. It also contains ratings of open data of every
involved country. [11]

9
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Chapter 2

Open data in Slovakia

Slovakia ranked 29th in the above mentioned open data barometer for 2016.
It moved 7 places up the ranking since 2015. European Data portal publishes
factsheets, which summarize readinnes, challenges and shortcommings of open
data in each member country. According to 2017 factsheet dedicated to Slov-
akia, the main possitives of Slovak open data are: presence of action plan
of Open Government for 2017-2019; presence of national guidelines on data
publication; data licensing 100% free of charge and big amount of regional
data initiatives. On the contrary, the main negatives/barriers are: less then
25% of the data uploaded automatically; lack of integrated regional portals;
passive approach of open Data holders, mainly by municipalities and lack of
promotion of prescribed technical standards. [12]

2.1 Political support

A lot of positive steps were made towards open government in Slovakia during
the short government of Iveta Radičová (2010-2012). Most notable ones were
making publishing of contracts on the internet mandatory (see 2.3.1) and in-
troduction of electronical auction for public procurements. On 20th September
2011, the Government of the Slovak Republic joined the Open Government
Partnership and in 2012 approved the first action plan for the Open Gov-
ernment Initiative for years 2012-2013, which created an open data portal.
In June 2016, a new office – Deputy Prime Minister’s office for Investments
and Informatization was set up, with one of the main tasks being creation
and implementation of uniform state policy in the field of informatization of
the society. In March 2017, Open Government Partnership National Action
Plan for years 2017-2019 was adopted by the Slovak government. This plan
addresses open data (by formulating new commitments on publicly available
APIs and open source software), open education, public policy making and
open justice.
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2. Open data in Slovakia

2.2 Slovak open data portal - data.gov.sk

Official government open data portal - data.gov.sk was launched in 2013 as
part of the Open Government Initiative, which aims to improve governance
through increasing transparency, efficiency and accountability. Declared goals
of the portal are publishing data and metadata (data describing data like
column descriptors, etc.) in machine-readable form using open standards and
licenses. The website allows users to search datasets by organisation that
published them, license, file formats and tags. It also supports a full-text
search by name and description of a dataset and even by its location on the
map. Following are some statistics from the portal (March 2018):

• 4399 unique visitors on average per month

• 30% of the visitors foreign

• most datasets available in CSV format

• 99% of the datasets machine-readable

• 66 organisations publishing data

• 1425 datasets available

The most active organisations by number of published datasets:

Organisation Number of datasets

Slovak Statistical Office 625
Public Procurement Office 64
The city of Prešov 58
Ministry of Interior of the Slovak republic 57
Central Agricultural Control and Testing Institute 43

Table 2.1: Top organisations on data.gov.sk

The most commonly used file formats (many datasets are published in more
than one file format):

File format Number of datasets

CSV 877
XML 336
HTML 218
XLSX 185
JSON 11

Table 2.2: Top file formats on data.gov.sk
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2.3. Other state projects

The most commonly used licenses (see 1.2.1):

License Number of datasets

Creative Commons Attribution Share-Alike 737
Creative Commons CCZero 87
Creative Commons Attribution 24
Other non-commercial 14
GNU Free documentation license 7

Table 2.3: Top licenses on data.gov.sk

The most common tags:

Tag Number of datasets

Statistics 607
Key tables 190
Elections 177
Key Indicators 98
Parliament 63

Table 2.4: Top tags on data.gov.sk

2.3 Other state projects

Beside the above-described official Slovak open data portal, several other big
state-run projects are present. The most important ones are Central Register
of Contracts and Business register.

2.3.1 Central Register of Contracts

Started on 1st January 2011, Central Register of Contracts (available at
crz.gov.sk) is a website containing contracts (with their appendices and attach-
ments) concluded by so-called obliged entities - Government Office, ministries,
central government authorities, public bodies and their subordinate organisa-
tions (contributors, budgetary organisations, etc.) since the beginning of 2011.
As of March 2018, the database contains 1 578 659 contracts. All contracts
concluded prior to 2011 are available at older address zmluvy.gov.sk. The
operator of both websites is the Government Office of the Slovak Republic.

The register has proven to be successful. The procurement costs of public
orders fell by almost one third in the very first year of the register’s opera-
tion due to reduced financial mismanagement. Iveta Radičová, former Slovak
Prime Minister during whose government the project was started, described
its success in these words:
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2. Open data in Slovakia

“Following the first year of the register’s operation, savings in pub-
lic finances amounted to an average of 30 percent of costs. There
were also some areas – for example, the transport sector – where
the savings reached 50 percent. The Office of the Government
alone saved EUR 3.5 million in the first year of the register’s oper-
ation. The publication of a contract also prevented an overpriced
purchase of flowers for EUR 10 000 at the Ministry of Educa-
tion.” [15]

2.3.2 Business register

The Business Register (available at orsr.sk) is a public registry that contains
particular information specified by the law about individual entrepreneurs,
companies and other legal entities. The registry is owned and maintained by
the Ministry of Justice of Slovakia. It can be searched by business name, iden-
tification number, registered seat, registration number or name of a person.
The register provides information from January 2001 onwards.

2.4 Non-state initiatives

In addition to the official projects of Slovak republic and municipalities, there
are several civic associations, non-profit organisations and private companies
dedicated to state open data. Some of them are trying to improve the quality
and usefullness of the available data, others interconnect them with other
sources and present them in an attractive form. Most often their main goal
is to bring more transparency to public spending and state government. Next
section looks at the most important ones.

2.4.1 Slovensko.digital

Slovensko.digital is a civic association aimed at improving the quality of state
digital services in Slovakia. Their goals are sumarized on their website:

“We want the digital services of the state to be simple, meaningful
and have a normal price. We need to increase the transparency
and efficiency of spending of public resources as well as the parti-
cipation of the professional public in the electronisation of public
administration.”

In accordance with these goals, slovensko.digital set up the platform for all
IT specialists, who want to join the discussion about state IT projects. This
civic association’s members also developed a methodology that focuses on
more than 50 criteria of project success and use it to systematically rate state
IT projects and alert the public to the risky ones in one of their project called
Red Flags. Thanks to this, slovensko.digital was able to stop a couple of
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2.4. Non-state initiatives

senseless state projects, saving Slovak citizens hundreds of millions of euros.
They’ve also started several projects as part of ekosystem.slovensko.digital,
some of which provide APIs to public data sources (otherwise only accessible
on websites) like Register of legal entities, Central register of contracts, Public
procurement journal, Business journal, Registry of financial statements and
more.

2.4.2 Finstat

Finstat was started in 2013 as a web portal, which helps people to freely as-
sess financial health of Slovak companies. It connects data from various data
sources: ministries, state insurance companies, Business register, Statistical
office, Slovak Chamber of executors, Trade Journal, Register of entrepreneurs,
Register of financial statements, Register of bankrupts, Czech statistical of-
fice and many more and by their processing and analysing provides complex
information about Slovak companies, individual sectors and groups of entre-
preneurs. The portal also helps media and non-profit organisations to analyse
companies and investigating corruption cases by development of analyses and
making the data of the portal accessible for them. A lot of its features are
for free and some features, like API access and datasets in CSV are parts of
payed packages.

2.4.3 Uvostat

Uvostat is a project that processes public procurements data, analyses and
presents them in the form of statistics and interactive graphs. The statistics
include most valuable procurements, most procurements by company or by
contracts concluded. The website enables searching in the list of suppliers
and even fulltext search in names and contents of the procurements. It also
provides notificator for tenders for new positions in state offices, which can be
used by people looking for jobs to inform them that a new position which fits
their profesion and location is being opened. The interesting fact about the
project is that it has been developed by only two people.

2.4.4 Otvorené zmluvy (Open contracts)

Otvorené zmluvy is an investigative project of Slovak anti-corruption initiative
Aliance Fair-play and Transparency International, which helps citizens to read,
search and assess contracts concluded by state and state institutions, which
are being published by law since 2011. It offers automated analyses and offers
general public to join discussions (crowdsourcing), trying to draw attention to
suspicious contracts.
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2. Open data in Slovakia

2.4.5 Datanest

Datanest was also created by Aliance Fair-play as a source of information
about management of Slovak public money as part of their anti-corruption
initiatives. It serves mainly journalists, analytics, watchdog organisations,
but also engaged citizens. It contains data generated by state since 1990,
which in some cases can’t yet be obtained in electronic form elsewhere.

2.4.6 foaf.sk

Foaf.sk draws information about Slovak companies from publicly available
Business register, Business journal, Registry of financial statements, data-
base of Social insurance agency debtors, Financial Administration, and other
databases. The website uses graph algorithms to look for and display deeper
connections between people and companies in Slovakia, which enables users
to quickly search for and display relations between companies and entrepren-
eurs. The name FOAF comes from the English acronym Friend Of A Friend
and refers to the phenomenon of the small world networks. To get a bet-
ter idea about how foaf.sk displays the relationships between the companies,
enterpreneurs and natural persons, see the 4.3 picture.
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Chapter 3

Analyses of the Prešov
economic open data

The city of Prešov is the only municipality in Slovakia, which is in the top
10 organisations by number of published datasets on data.gov.sk (see 2.2).
Prešov is also the only municipality in Slovakia, that provides open geodata.
At ITAPA5 2017 awards, the city’s webgis geodata6 project was awarded 3rd
place. Mariana Hurná, Prešov’s main IT coordinator was awarded as Best
IT specialist of Slovak municipalities in years 2008, 2009 and 2012. The city
maintains egov.presov.sk information system portal to enable its citizens ac-
cess to useful information about city data. Published here are data about
street names, members of municipal government, members of municipal po-
lice, camera systems locations, demographic structure of citizens of the city,
drawing of the municipality budget, register of petitions, tax debtors and
more. Prešov is by all means a very good example of municipality that works
towards greater transparency by processing the data it collects from the cit-
izens. Unlike most other Slovak municipalities, its employees don’t only do
the necessary minimum to comply with the law, but also do the additional
work to provide useful data applications and progress to its citizens.

3.1 Prešov contracts, grants, invoices and orders

Slovak municipalities are obliged to publish data about orders, contracts and
invoices of institutions like City Office, Municipal Police, Registry office and
all budgetary organisations of which they are founders. This is mandatory by
law 211/20007 in Slovak collection of laws. Additionally, Prešov municipality

5ITAPA events (Information Technologies and Public Administration) are the most im-
portant and well–known IT events in Slovakia since 2002. [18]

6data about geographic locations, that can be displayed in a map
7Available at http://www.zakonypreludi.sk/zz/2000-211
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3. Analyses of the Prešov economic open data

publishes all applications for grants to comply with its internal binding regula-
tions. Prešov publishes these data on its website egov.presov.sk, as well as on
the national open data portal data.gov.sk, in various formats (XML, JSON,
XLSX, and PDF) under Creative Commons Attribution license, which means,
that they can be freely redistributed on the condition, that their creator is
appropriately credited (see 1.2.1).

Next sections look at the data that are used in the practical part of these
bachelor thesis - contracts, invoices, grants and orders. They provide basic
statistics of each of these datasets and describes their attributes. All the
statistics were collected from egov.presov.sk on April 8th 2018.

3.1.1 Contracts

Total published contracts 6027
Oldest contract published on August 2nd 2011
Latest contract published on April 6th 2018

Attribute Data type

id (central number) Integer
type String
contracting parties String
subject String
total price Integer
currency String
date of signature Date
date of release Date
name (detailed type) String
parties’ national identifiers String
parties’ addresses String
notes String
main/appendix indicator String
effective date Date

Table 3.1: Contracts data attributes
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3.1.2 Invoices

Total published invoices 28511
Oldest invoice published on May 26nd 2011
Latest invoice published on April 6th 2018

Attribute Data type

id (internal number) Integer
name of the organisation String
supplier String
payment purpose description String
total price Integer
currency String
id of contract Integer
id of order Integer
release date Date
supplier national identifier String
supplier address String
payout status String
office String
invoice number Integer
final/deposit indicator String
status String

Table 3.2: Invoices data attributes
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3.1.3 Orders

Total published orders 28511
Oldest orders published on May 26nd 2011
Latest orders published on April 6th 2018

Attribute Data type

id Integer
supplier String
order text String
total value Integer
currency String
creation date Date
release date Date
supplier national identifier Integer
supplier address String
office String
name of approver String
function of approver String
date of issue Date
release notes String
status String
contract id Integer
year of contract Integer

Table 3.3: Orders data attributes
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3.1.4 Grant applications

Total published grant applications 825
Oldest grant app. published in 2012
Latest grant app. published in 2018

Attribute Data type

year of dotation Integer
type String
status String
event String
approved amount Integer
currency String
applicant String
applicant’s address Integer
applicant’s city String
applicant’s national identifier Integer

Table 3.4: Grant applications data attributes
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Chapter 4

Implementation

As mentioned in the previous chapters, the main output of this bachelor thesis
is a website built on top of the economic open data of Prešov. This website not
only presents these data and enables searching them, but also provides added
value by connecting them to the Slovak Business Register data. Next sections
look at how this web application works, how it manages and presents the
data and what technologies it uses. It is divided into four sections dedicated
to: data retrieval and processing into database; implementation of the web
application; section describing the application with its screenshots and finally
the comparison between this solution and other applications focused on open
data in Slovakia and possible future improvements.

4.1 Data management

4.1.1 Data from egov.presov.sk

As described in chapter 3, the main concern of this web application are data
about Prešov’s contracts, invoices, orders and applications for grants. These
data are being updated daily and can be downloaded in various formats, in-
cluding XML and JSON, which are structured and thus most suitable for
parsing and further use (1.2.2). JSON format is a more modern alternative to
XML and is easier and faster to parse, less memory-consuming and more intu-
itive to read. That’s why the data from Prešov’s web servers were downloaded
in this format for the purpose of this application. To enable fast searching
and accessing these data, they need to be stored in a database. PostgreSQL8

was chosen as the database management system. To fill the database with
the JSON data, a conversion from JSON to SQL is needed. In this case, this
conversion is done by a script written in the Python programming language.

8PostgreSQL is an open source relational database management system developed by a
worldwide team of volunteers. It supports transactions, subselects, triggers, views, foreign
key referential integrity, and sophisticated locking and runs on multiple platforms.
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This script takes JSON file as an input along with the parameter indicating
what kind of data are being inserted (“i” for invoices, “c” for contracts, etc.),
parses the a JSON file, constructs the SQL CREATE statements to create the
database table and indexes for the chosen columns, transforms each JSON
object into an SQL INSERT statement and outputs these statements. The
result is a series of SQL statements which can be stored as an SQL script and
used to fill 4 database tables - Contracts, Invoices, Grants and Orders. The
process of getting the data from the web server and transforming it to fill the
database is described in the diagram 4.4.

4.1.2 Data provided by slovensko.digital

The data retrieved from Prešov’s website contain national identifiers (IČO -
organisation identification number) of contract parties, grant applicants and
supliers (see 3.1). With these identifiers, a given legal entity can be searched
in Slovak Business Register (see 2.3.2). The problem of getting the data
from this register, which does not provide any API was targetted and solved
by slovensko.digital by providing a free API to this register as part of their
ekosystem.slovensko.digital project (see 2.4.1). Through this API it is possible
to retrieve information about a legal entity with given IČO in JSON format.
The terms of use of these data allow free use and redistribution of the data
(full terms of use are available at ekosystem.slovensko.digital/podmienky).
The owner of the data from the Business Register is the Slovak Stastical Office,
who licensed it with the CC Attribution license (see 1.2.1).

4.1.2.1 Data retrievable by IČO

To be able to use the above-mentioned API to retrieve the full data about
a legal entity by its IČO, the user needs to use an intermediary API, which
provides consolidated basic data about the legal entity and also serves as a
gateway to other services providing more detailed information. To use this
premium intermediary API, an Authorization token is required, which needs
to be included in the API’s URL request header. This token is provided by
slovensko.digital upon email request, in which one should describe the purpose
of the data usage.9

The result of a successful request contains the national and tax identifiers,
name of the subject, address attributes, dates of establishment and termin-
ation, registration office attributes, two system columns describing dates of
creation and modification of the entry and finally the URLs to APIs provid-
ing more detailed information - full data from Business Register and Register
of Accounting Entities.

9 The complete guideline describing how to use the API and retrieve the authorization
token is available here: https://ekosystem.slovensko.digital/premiove-api#access-token
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Following is the example of JSON data returned by this API for legal
entity with IČO 36421928, which is slovensko.digital:

{
” id ” : 1358414 ,
” c in ” : 50158635 ,
” t i n ” : 2120264674 ,
” vat in ” : nu l l ,
”name” : ” Slovensko . D i g i t a l ” ,
” fo rmatted addres s ” : ” Star é Grunty 6207/12 , 841 04 B r a t i s l a v a −

mestsk á č as ť Karlova Ves ” ,
” s t r e e t ” : ” Star é Grunty ” ,
” reg number” : 6207 ,
” bui ld ing number ” : ”12” ,
” p o s t a l c o d e ” : ”841 04” ,

” mun i c ipa l i ty ” : ” B r a t i s l a v a − mestsk á č as ť Karlova Ves ” ,
” country ” : ” Slovensk á r epub l i ka ” ,
” c r e a t e d a t ” : ”2016−06−09T12 : 2 6 : 1 0 . 5 2 1 0 8 4Z” ,
” updated at ” : ”2017−06−30T02 : 1 0 : 4 5 . 9 6 7 2 5 7Z” ,
” e s t a b l i s h e d o n ” : ”2016−01−29”,
” terminated on ” : nu l l ,
” vat in paragraph ” : nu l l ,
” r e g i s t r a t i o n o f f i c e ” : ”MV SR” ,
” r eg i s t r a t i on number ” : ”VVS/1−900/90−48099” ,
” f o r m a t t e d s t r e e t ” : ” Star é Grunty 6207/12” ,
” street number ” : ”6207/12” ,
” r p o o r g a n i s a t i o n s ” : [

{
” id ” : 6562824 ,
” u r l ” : ” https : // datahub . ekosystem . s lovensko . d i g i t a l / api

/ data / rpo/ o r g a n i s a t i o n s /6562824”
}

] ,
” r u z a c c o u n t i n g e n t i t i e s ” : [

{
” id ” : 1617045 ,
” u r l ” : ” https : // datahub . ekosystem . s lovensko . d i g i t a l / api

/ data / ruz / a c c o u n t i n g e n t i t i e s /1617045”
}

]
}

4.1.2.2 Full Business Register data

Using the URL contained in the above-mentioned data under rpo organisations
attribute, one can obtain full data available for the given entity in the Business
Register. These include: list of addresses, legal forms, organisation names, al-
ternate names, predecessors, successors, registration numbers and statutories
(with name, address and statutory type). Included are also entity’s economic
data like economic activity types, money deposits put into the organisation
(with name of the depositor and the amount), company equities (investment,
paid and approved amounts), shares (with identifiers of shareholder and share
price) and stakeholders (name, address and type). All of these entries contain
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dates of effectiveness from and to, which can be used to construct the history
of the legal entity.

4.1.2.3 Register of Accounting Entities data

The URL under ruz accounting entities attribute points to an API which
provides access to data collected from Register of Accounting Entities. This
API, however, is only in alpha version and thus only provides limited inform-
ation like the size of an organisation (by number of employees), ownership
type, economic activity, municipality and district.

4.2 Web application

4.2.1 Used technologies

The web application was implemented using Java Platform, Enterprise Edi-
tion (Java EE) technology. Java Servlet Technology was used together with
JavaServer Pages (JSP) to generate web pages based on user request. The
application was deployed to WildFly application server. Apache Maven was
used for building the application and dependency management, and Hibernate
ORM for persistance layer.

4.2.1.1 Java EE

Java Platform, Enterprise Edition is a collection of Java APIs that software
developers can use to write server-side applications. Its architecture provides
services that simplify some common challenges faced by developers building
web applications like client requests handling or working with a database.

4.2.1.2 Java Servlet Technology and JSP

Java Servlet Technology was created as a way to provide dynamic, user-
oriented web content. A servlet is a Java class used to respond to various,
most often HTTP requests. JavaServer Pages technology is also used to create
web content based on user request. Unlike Java servlet, JaveServer page is
not a Java class, but a HTML-like document supporting Java scriptlets, which
are pieces of Java-code.

4.2.1.3 Hibernate

Hibernate ORM (Object-relational mapping) is a free Java tool, which provides
a framework for mapping an object-oriented domain model to a relational
database. Its primary feature is mapping from Java classes to database tables
and Java data types to SQL data types. Hibernate also supports data querying
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by generating SQL calls, relieving the developer from manual object conver-
sion.

4.2.1.4 WildFly

WildFly, formerly known as JBoss, is a free open-source application server
implementing Java EE specification. Being implemented in Java, it can run
on multiple platforms.

4.2.1.5 Maven

Maven is a build automation tool used mostly in Java projects. It addresses
two important parts of software development - describing, how software is built
and its dependencies. Is is configured by an XML file called POM (Project
Object Model). Maven comes with pre-defined targets for performing tasks
as code compilation and packaging. It dynamically downloads libraries and
plugins from either its own central repository or ones defined in POM file.

4.2.2 Architecture

The architecture of the web application is a classic Java Servlet/JSP archi-
tecture. The HTTP request is handled by the application server, which finds
the correct Java servlet. The servlet then uses application Java classes to
do the business logic like retrieving and processing the data from the data-
base or through slovensko.digital’s API (this includes parsing the JSON data).
After doing the necessery operations the servlet forwards the request to the
appropriate JSP document, which handles the UI part. This architecture is
described in the diagram 4.5.

4.3 The website

This section describes the application from the user’s point of view by de-
scribing the contents of pages displayed after successfull call of all the main
possible requests (show all contracts, grants, invoices, orders, company, order,
contract details, statistics and more) and referencing the screenshots of these
pages.

4.3.1 Navigation menu

Present at the top of every page, this component provides simple navigation
between all the main pages of the application. It contains links to the follow-
ing pages: all contracts, all grants, all orders, all invoices, statistics of these
data and finally the “About” page containing basic information about the
application and references to the data sources.
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4.3.2 All records pages

The core of the application are four main pages presenting: all contracts,
all grants, all orders and all invoices of the Prešov city. Each of them uses
the same layout: top menu toolbar for navigation, data filter, basic statistics
(count of records and their total value) and a table containing the data of a
given record. The table is paginated - each table page contains 100 records and
links to the first, last, previous and next page. If a table contains a name of
a company or an entrepreneur (whether it is contract party, grant applicant,
or supplier), this name is a link navigating to the detail page of the given
company or entrepreneur (presenting the data from the Business register).

4.3.2.1 All Contracts

This page providing data of all Prešov’s contracts serves as the home page for
this application. It presents all contracts from the database. The contracts
table contains columns showing the name of the contractor (company or en-
trepreneur), with which the city of Prešov concluded the contract, subject of
the contract (max. first 100 letters), date of signature, contract price and link
to the contract detail page. The page filter enables users to filter contracts by
the name of the party, subject of the contract and signature date (fields from
and to) (see picture 4.6).

4.3.2.2 Contract detail

This page provides complete information of the given contract from the data-
base, including those fields that are not displayed on the all contracts page
(see picture 4.7).

4.3.2.3 All Grants

This page provides data of all Prešov’s orders. The data table contains
columns showing the name of the company or entrepreneur, which applied
for given grant, related event description (maximum first 100 letters), year of
grant and approved money amount. This page’s filter enables users to filter
grants by the name of the grant applicant and grant event (see picture 4.8).

4.3.2.4 All Orders

This page provides data of all Prešov’s orders. The data table contains
columns showing the name of the supplier (company or entrepreneur), text of
the order (maximum first 100 letters), its value, status, issue date and a link
to the order detail page. The data filter enables filtering by the name of the
supplier, grant text and issue date (see picture 4.9).
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4.3.2.5 Order detail

This page provides complete information of the given order from the database,
including those fields that are not displayed on the all contracts page (see
picture 4.10).

4.3.2.6 All Invoices

This page provides data of all Prešov’s invoices. The data table contains
columns showing the name of the supplier (company or entrepreneur), pay-
ment description (maximum first 100 letters), its value, payment status, in-
voice completeness status, release date and a link to the detail page of related
contract or order. The data filter enables filtering by the name of the supplier,
payment description and release date (see picture 4.11).

4.3.3 Legal entity detail

The detail page for a legal entity displays the data provided by slovensko.digital
from Slovak Business Register (see section 4.1.2). A user can navigate to this
page by clicking on the name of the company from any webpage containing
such link (like all contracts, grants, contract detail, etc.). On the top of this
page a basic information about given entity is displayed, with data like IČO,
current address, founding date, legal form, ownership type, number of employ-
ees, SK NACE classification 10, place and number of registration and an URL
to finstat.sk (see 2.4.2 section) page, which provides even more detailed in-
formation about it. Right under this basic info section, this page provides the
tables with all the Prešov’s contracts, grants and orders, that the given entity
is involved with. Under these tables, the rest of the available data from the
Business Register follows: tables of economic activities, legal statuses (former
and current), statutory bodies, stakeholders, predecessors and sucessors (if
any), equity capital, deposits, former names and addresses, alternate names,
authorizations to act on behalf of the entity and past legal forms (if any).
Pictures 4.12 and 4.13 display parts of this page.

4.3.3.1 Statistics page

The statistics page presents some calculated statistics calculated on the data
presented on the other pages. It is divided into several tabs containing tables,
each with top 100 records by specific criteria. It provides: top companies by
the total value of paid invoices, top companies by number of paid invoices, top
invoices by paid amount, top grants by approved grant amount, top contracts
by price and top orders by value. For a better idea, see the 4.14 and 4.15
pictures.

10NACE (Nomenclature of Economic Activities) is the European statistical classification
of economic activities. NACE groups organisations according to their business activities. [19]
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4.3.4 About page

This page provides the basic information about the web page and the data it
presents. It credits the city of Prešov as the owner of the economic data to
comply with their data license, credits slovensko.digital, the Slovak statistical
office and the Register of Accounting Entities for the used that about com-
panies and also provides the date, when the data were last updated (see 4.16
picture).

4.3.5 Record not found

The website handles the situations, when the contract, order or person with
given identifier (contained in the url of the request) was not found in the
database by displaying the appropriate message (Contract/Order/Legal En-
tity with given identifier wasn’t found).

4.4 Comparison and possible improvements

This section focuses on a comparison between the web application created as
part of this thesis and other applications presenting open data in Slovakia. It
also disusses possible future enhancements, that could make the application
more informative and useful for the users.

4.4.1 Comparison of the solution with other projects

There are several interesting projects focusing on open data in Slovakia and
some of them are described in the 2.4 section. Some present similar type of
data as this application, but all of them are, naturally, more elaborate, as they
have been continuously developed for a much longer time. One of them is the
Uvostat project (see 2.4.3 section), which focuses on the public procurements
and also provides similar type of statistics (top 100 contracts by value, top
100 companies by the number of finished procurements, etc.). Additionaly,
the project also presents the data in a form of visually appealing interactive
graphs and also supports more advanced data search. Some similarities can
be found with the Finstat project (see 2.4.2 section) which also presents data
about Slovak companies and entrepreneurs. Finstat also takes data from the
Business register, but adds the information from other sources (that is why a
link to this website is included in the party detail page of this application). It
has a much more elaborate layout and presents some data in colorful graphs.

In general, there are very few projects with focus on the economic data
of Slovak municipalities. A lack of activity and passive approach of Slovak
municipalities was also mentioned as a problem in the 2017 European Data
Portal factsheet for Slovakia (see chapter 2).
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4.4.2 Possible improvements

There are many things, that could be improved in this web application. A big
improvement, that would increase the application’s performance and enable
more advanced statistics would be not to download the data about a legal
entity through the API on each request, but instead store them in the data-
base. This would require a separate program, which would go through all the
database records (contracts, invoices, orders and grants) and download, parse
and store the data about each contractor, supplier, money reciever or grant
applicant in the database. This would, for example, allow searching the nat-
ural persons with relationships with the companies receiving money from the
city budget and make it easier to detect suspicious connections. Other import-
ant enhancement would be to include the PDF documents for each contract,
order or grant application. This would, however, require a cooperation with
the city (granting access to these data), or some complicated algorithm to
retrieve these documents from the egov.presov.sk website (the documents
are available there, but are not exportable, but instead downloaded upon re-
quest for each record). Also, the website only contains contracts, grants and
invoices related to the Prešov city itself and not to the subordinate organiz-
ations (kindergardens, primary and art schools, senior facilities, etc.). These
records are also made available at the website, but are not part of the Open
catalogue and thus are difficult to download (they are only exportable from
the table view, which doesn’t allow downloading more then 10 000 records).
In this case, too, a cooperation with the city would be needed to make them
provide direct access to these data. A data export would also be a nice fea-
ture to have. A lot of improvements could also be done on the UI part of the
application, e.g. more advanced layout for the legal entity detail page.
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Conclusion

The objectives of the theoretical part of this thesis were to provide an intro-
duction to the open data, provide their definition, explain their attributes,
introduce some of the world’s most open governments, and list and describe
the most influential organisations focused on the open data and open govern-
ment in the world. These objectives were fulfilled in chapter 1 and section
1.3. Another part of the thesis was dedicated to the analysis of the open data
situation in Slovakia. This included research of the Slovak government data
policies, political support for the data openning, state and non-state projects,
which process and present the government open data, and their APIs. All of
this is done in chapter 2.

The main goal of the practical part was to analyse the economic data of
the Prešov municipality, connect them to other national sources of the Slovak
government data and implement the web application to present these data
and prove their usefulness. The main goal was reached by the analysis of
the published Prešov’s contracts, invoices, orders and applications for grants,
their attributes, processing them into the database and implementation of the
web application. This application presents these data and connects them to
each other and to the Slovak Business register (see chapter 4). The legality
of publishing the data is described in the 3.1 and 4.1.2 sections. The web
application has been delivered to the officials of the Prešov municipality (spe-
cifically to Mariana Hurná, the main IT coordinator of the city) and offered
for use. In their response, they expressed enthusiasm for the work, offered
its promotion and further cooperation. If this cooperation is successful the
application might bring even more transparency to the Prešov’s city public
spending. An increase of transparency is, after all, the main idea behind this
thesis and the open data in general.
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Figures

Figure 4.1: 5-star data opennes rating scheme. [6]

Figure 4.2: LMI for all data providing scheme. [9]
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Figure 4.3: Graph created using visualization tool at foaf.sk.
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Figure 4.4: Retrieval of the data from egov.presov.sk and their transformation
to SQL.
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Figure 4.5: Diagram describing web application structure.
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Figure 4.6: Picture showing the way the web application presents contracts.

Figure 4.7: Picture showing the way the web application presents particular
contract.
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Figure 4.8: Picture showing the way the web application presents grants.

Figure 4.9: Picture showing the way the web application presents orders.
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Figure 4.10: Picture showing the way the web application presents particular
order.

Figure 4.11: Picture showing the way the web application presents invoices.
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Figure 4.12: Basic information of the legal entity and list of related Prešov’s
contracts.

Figure 4.13: Economic activities, statutory bodies and stakeholders.
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Figure 4.14: Tab with the top companies by paid Prešov’s invoices.

Figure 4.15: Tab with the top invoices by paid amount.
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Figure 4.16: The “About page” displaying basic info and crediting the data
owners.
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